
The SSC magnets are equipped with circuits 
on the magnet coils to allow the magnet en
ergy to be distributed safely during magnet 
quenches. Quenches were induced in the 
five-magnet string to study the generated 
pressures, voltages and temperatures. 
Shown here (full curve) are the results of 
pressures observed during a 6550 A 

quench in the centre of the string. The other 
curves are calculations, showing that the ini
tial peak producing a pressure near 1.1 MPa 
is due to the expansion of dense helium in 
the magnet coils as their normal zones form. 
The later rise is due to the expansion of the 
dense cold helium gas as heat transfers 
from the magnet iron yoke and assembly. 

t ron, the wor ld 's first high energy 
physics cryogenic accelerator. 

Work on the installation of the 
SSC magnets .began in 1990. The 
team was coordinated by Fermilab 
physicist Al Mclnturff, while SSC 
physicist John Weisend acted as 
his deputy throughout the installa
tion and data tests. Installation and 
modification of the cryogenic, 
vacuum, electrical and instrumenta
tion systems, as well as the opera
tion of the cryogenic refrigerator 
and data collection during the pow
er tests, was a joint Fermilab/SSC 
effort. 

The string test at Fermilab in
volved modifying and serially con
necting the five dipoles cryogeni-
cally and electrically, then cooling 
the magnets to superconducting 
temperatures between 3.8 and 
4.35 K before ramping the current 
through the string to the required 
6 6 0 0 A level. 

All the systems needed for safe 
collider operation were also suc
cessfully tested. Quenches, in-

ln line for construction at Brookhaven's new 
RHIC collider is the STAR experiment based 
on a time projection chamber (November, 
page 17). 

duced in the string during the pow
er tests, tested the circuits that 
protect the magnets, and the be
haviour was generally found to be 
within anticipated or manageable 
limits. 

The SSC engineers and techni
cians who took part in the test are 
f rom the group that will install and 
operate the string test in Texas 
next year using industrially-pro
duced 50-mm aperture magnets, 
the first of the 8,600 15-metre 
magnets to be installed in the 87 
kilometre SSC tunnel. 

BROOKHAVEN 
Spin rotator to boost 
polarization 

The Alternating Gradient Synchro
tron (AGS) at Brookhaven holds the 
wor ld record energy for spin polar-
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ized proton beams at 22 GeV. 
However this required a compli
cated two-week commissioning ef
fort to overcome 39 imperfection 
depolarizing resonances and six in
trinsic depolarizing resonances. 

Imperfection depolarizing reso
nances are caused by magnet mis
alignment. They were overcome 
using 94 correction magnets distri
buted around the accelerator, each 
resonance being treated separately. 
Since the tiny misalignments of the 
magnets also change wi th t ime, 
this tortuous tuning procedure had 
to be repeated each time the AGS 
was set up to run wi th polarized 
proton beams. 

A strong resonance will com
pletely flip the spin of all protons 
and thus not cause any depolariza
t ion. Rather than correcting the 

magnetic field imperfections, Tho
mas Roser of Brookhaven pro
posed introducing a 9-degree spin 
rotator into the AGS to make all 
imperfection resonances stronger. 
Since the spin rotator overpowers 
the field imperfections due to mag
net misalignment, the lengthy tun
ing procedure can be avoided. This 
change should also make it pos
sible to take polarized protons to 
25 GeV or higher, while improving 
operational reliability. 

The use of local spin rotators in 
accelerators to avoid depolarization 
was first proposed around 1974 
by Y. Derbenev and A. Kondraten-
ko of Novosibirsk. Their 180 de
gree spin rotator is best suited for 
energies higher than 50 GeV, 
where the resonances are much 
stronger. For high energies, the 

The spin polarization of proton beams will 
be preserved up to 25 GeV in the Brookhav
en Alternating Gradient Synchrotron with a 
'Partial Siberian Snake' and fast pulsed qua-
drupoles. Two full Siberian Snakes in each 
of the two RHIC rings will allow collisions of 
250 GeV polarized proton beams. 

spin rotator is a sequence of verti
cal and horizontal bending magnets 
to make the beam to wiggle -
hence the name 'Siberian Snake'. 
This concept has been tested suc
cessfully at low energy in the Cool
er Ring at the Indiana University 
Cyclotron Facility (January/Februa
ry 1990, page 20). 

A test of the 9-degree spin rota
tor, aptly called 'Partial Siberian 
Snake', has recently been ap
proved for the AGS and will be car
ried out by an Argonne/Brookhav-
en/Fermilab/KEK (Japan)/TRIUMF 
collaboration. The spin rotation will 
be provided by a conventional 
ramped solenoid reaching 4.7 T-m 
at 25 GeV. 

The six intrinsic depolarizing re
sonances are caused by the com
bined action of the vertical betatron 
oscillation and the focusing quadru
p l e s . Depolarization was avoided 
by crashing through these reso
nances wi th ten pulsed quadru
p l e s . This should also be possible 
using the Partial Siberian Snake. 

The AGS snake should also 
open up polarized proton collisions 
in the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider 
(RHIC), now under construction 
nearby. The exciting and unique 
possibilities of colliding 250 GeV 
polarized protons have recently led 
to the formation of the 'RHIC Spin 
Collaboration' of Argonne/Brook-
haven/IHEP (Serpukhov)/lndiana/ 
KEK/Kyoto/Marsei l le/MIT/Penn 
State/Tr ieste/Genova/Padova/ 
UCLA). 

Polarized proton collisions 
should provide detailed information 
on the spin of constituent quarks 
and gluons, allow for detailed tests 
of the underlying theory, and offer 
a sensitive new approach to look
ing for new physics. 
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